Morocco succeeds to eliminate trachoma as a public health problem: World Health Organization

Sir,

Despite the target to eliminate trachoma as a public health concern by 2020, and implementation of approved strategies, more than 200 million individuals are living in endemic regions distributed across 42 nations and are at the risk of developing disease-induced irreversible blindness.\[1\] It will not be wrong to say that gradually the reach of planned interventions is on the rise, as observed by some people benefited by surgical or timely antibiotic treatment, but even then, a lot needs to be done, if the national leaders aim to achieve the elimination target.\[1,2\]

As a boost to the ongoing prevention and control activities across all endemic nations, the disease no longer remains a public health concern in Morocco.\[3\] The nation was able to achieve this feat after their consistent efforts which started in the year 1980 with the adoption of the recommended SAFE strategy.\[1,3\] From the nation’s perspective, it is a remarkable achievement for the health and other allied sectors.\[3\] However, for other nations in which disease continues to be endemic, this accomplishment is an indicator of the sustained political commitment.\[1‑4\] In addition, it also indicates the organization of the periodic training of health workers, strengthening of the surveillance system, and improvement in the level of awareness among general population.\[1‑4\]

At the same time, one of the primary reasons for the achieved success is because of the donation made by the funding agencies under an international initiative to control the disease, and as a result of which azithromycin antibiotic was supplied to the nation.\[3\] This eventually led to the mobilization of health professionals and active participation of the community members to ensure the universal reach of the control activities, regardless of the settings.\[3,4\] Furthermore, till date, eight nations have successfully achieved elimination targets while other endemic nations are expediting the pace of implementation of the World Health Organization’s approved strategy.\[3\]

To conclude, the accomplishment in Morocco is a source of motivation for other endemic regions to work consistently toward elimination of the disease, not only from the region but also from the world.
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